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The SchoolFinder Group is more than a group of websites; we are your digital platform for reaching 

students. Through opt-in lead generation, email marketing, content marketing and other advertising 

tools, we make it easy to market to the students you are looking for. 

Our passion for helping students find schools and scholarships has allowed us to develop a 

community of over 1.4 million students, parents and counsellors. With over 20 years of industry 

experience working with hundreds of institutions and organizations worldwide, we are the experts in 

online marketing and recruitment. 

Partnerships with leading education publications, industry associations and the higher education 

community allow us to spread our message across Canada, and around the world. 

About the SchoolFinder Group
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Platform Traffic OverviewRelationship-Building

Relationship-Building: Is It the Key to Converting Leads and Student 

Prospects?

In this digital age, we know how important relationship-building is in order to stand out from 

the crowd, but how important is it really when it comes to converting prospective students?

This session works to deliver an answer to this question. Based on a secret shopper survey 

of several institutions, as well as student feedback, Chris Wilkins and Lauren Lord of the 

SchoolFinder Group will lead a detailed discussion on what works, and what doesn’t, when it 

comes to building relationships with student prospects..
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Survey Summer 2018

We surveyed 1,285 students.



Platform Traffic OverviewEducation Stage
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Visit Frequency
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Content Consumption
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Communication Frequency
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Email Impact
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Responding to Email

The SchoolFinder Group will generate over 120,000 student 

information requests over a year.

We secret shop schools periodically and typically get a response rate 

from 75% to as low as 25%.

We also get lots of “less than perfect” missives in response to our 

requests.
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Case in Point

On Oct 3, 2018 at 1:27:06 PM, I 

secret shopped an institution on 

StudyinCanada.com.
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Case in Point

This is what I received …

on November 21 … 

yesterday …

49 days after my request.
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Case in Point
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Case in Point

Personalized

No Images / branding

Wait … I am interested 
in Business!

Any UK students at 
the school?
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Case in Point
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Case in Point

Word count … 379 words!

I am an international 
student … 

I am interested in applying in 
2019 – next steps?
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Building Relationships With Email

• Timely – within 24 hours is good

• Frequency – one email is not enough, try 5 – 10

• Context counts – pretend you are talking to a new friend

• Impact matters – images are good

• Keep it short – long messages won’t get read, max 50 words

• One (or maybe two) simple calls to action

• Personalize

• Pay attention to the subject line

• Content is important 





• People are very wary of advertising!

• The average person sees 3,000 to 20,000 ads and brand 
messages per day – Forbes

• Developing amazing/valuable content is a great strategy 
to have your audience trust and listen to your story

• Content marketing costs 62% less than 
traditional marketing and generates 3x
as many leads - DemandMetric

Why does content matter?



• Creating amazing content is all about creating value for 
your audience 

• People care about themselves, not you – so provide 
them with something that is of value to them

Creating a value exchange



• Your content should not be an advertisement; it should 
NOT be about YOU

• Nobody wants to be directly sold to 

Content marketing is NOT selling



Fighting friction is about improving people’s 
lives. It’s about helping people fulfill their 

hopes, dreams, aspirations and their 
mundane day-to-day goals.

There needs to be content, and tools, and 
experiences to help improve people’s lives 

one small step at a time. 
Jeff Rosenblum



• Build a value exchange!

• Your content should be authentic, relatable and
valuable to your audience’s life

• Purpose of valuable content is to build trust and loyalty 
before selling

a) What problems are your audience trying to solve? Answer 
them and they will thank you!

b) When it comes time for them to make a decision, there will 
be a positive response towards your brand

What to do instead of selling…



Develop your brand voice and authenticity

Having a brand tone and voice helps develop personal relationships 
with your audience

• Consider brand voice throughout the entire content process 

Authenticity is the key to building trust

• Be truthful and authentic in the information you provide and the 
interactions you have with your audience 

“Tone is important to attracting the right demographic, 
but the right content is also crucial to keeping them 

interested.” – Kelly Samuel, Forbes



Based on Google Analytics page views and time spent on 
page, these are some of the best performing articles:

1. Tips to Win Scholarships and Awards

2. Finding the Right School For You: 5 Factors to Consider

3. Twelve Student Survival Tips to Eating Well

4. Essentials for Succeeding at University 

5. How to Deal with Living Away from Home

What’s working on the Discover platform





Here’s what’s not working so well…

Based on Google Analytics page views and time spent on 
page, these are some of the poorest performing articles: 

1. Let XYZ Help Get You into the School of Your Dreams

2. XYZ Offers Some of the Best Entrance Scholarships

3. You’re Set Up for Another Great Year at XYZ

4. Pick the University that Best Fits Your Needs

5. Get Set for Success



Here’s what’s not working so well…



Six characteristics of a good content idea

1. True

2. Relevant

3. Human

4. Passion

5. Original

6. Surprising



The title matters!
• So, you’ve made a valuable piece of content – that’s 

great! But don’t forget about the title!

• The title is the first thing your audience will see, and it 
determines whether or not your piece will be read



5 tips for writing better titles
1. Ensure accuracy in your title – don’t create expectations 

you can’t fulfill

2. Make your title pop - include things like alliteration, strong 
language and numbers

3. Ensure your title resonates – speak your audience’s 
language

4. Keep your title short – under 70 characters or 8 words is 
best practice

5. Create a list of a few titles – you can then ask around and 
select the best one



Titles that have worked well



Once they’re in, it’s time to engage!
• Inform your audience why they should care at the start

• Ensure your content provides your audience the answers they’re 
looking for and how they can apply the information

• Create content that elicits an emotional response – relatable and 
shareable! 



How-To’s and Tutorials

Answer your audience’s questions 
directly!

Stories

Great way to engage, elicit emotion 
and clarify your message

Lists

Easily addresses your audience’s 
needs

Controversial Posts

Take a stance on a subject 
your audience cares about

Guest Articles

Be relatable with student-
written content

Video

Engage your audience with video 

Styles of content that perform best



Where to get content ideas?
Try gathering content ideas from these sources!

• Chat with existing students and prospects

• Ask your student-facing colleagues 

• Monitor search and social media keywords 

• Scan industry news and non-industry related news

• Go behind the scenes

• Engage in social listening

• Repurpose existing content



Most pressing questions about the selection process

Students’ other most pressing questions:
• What jobs can I get after taking your programs?
• Why should I choose one university over another?
• How important are extracurricular activities?
• How can I learn more about the culture of the university?

Costs and 
Scholarships

Admission 
Requirements

The 
Right Fit



What information do you wish universities and 
colleges would provide to make your search easier?

In addition to more responses regarding costs and admissions:

• Jobs, career paths (and courses required)

• More information about co-op programs

• Student life

• Testimonials from current/former students

• Peer-to-peer discussion boards



Writing tips for content success

A lot can be done to improve your content by the way it is 
structured and written. Try following these tips:

• Avoid writing in the passive voice

• Use exciting and unique verbs in your article

• Keep your article lively by breaking it up 

• Edit your work!



Get in Touch
www.SchoolFinderGroup.com

Ph: (416) 494-3343

Toll-Free: 1-800-211-5577

Thanks!

E: info@edgeip.com


